Serious-mindedness and the effect of self-induced respiratory changes upon parietal EEG.
The role of serious-mindedness (so-called telic dominance) in regulation of parietal cortex EEG was investigated. Ten telic (serious-minded) and 10 paratelic (playful state-dominant) individuals were selected on the basis of their responses to the Telic Dominance Scale. They all performed instructed breathholding (hypopnea) and excessive breathing (hyperpnea) in counterbalanced order. The paratelic individuals yielded relatively high scores of integral EEG power; theta power was markedly increased in the left hemisphere during hyperpnea, and reduced in the right hemisphere during hypopnea. Both hyperpnea and hypopnea were reported to be more aversive to the paratelic than to the telic subjects, but no group difference in respiratory activity was found. The electrocortical and hedonic tone differences between the groups are discussed in relation to the distinction between the prefrontal (dopamine) activation pathway and frontoparietal (noradrenalin) arousal pathway, as well as in relation to changes in cortical blood flow and proprioceptive feedback.